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the objective matter of fact; tno cowpldrly, imlrrtl, for
the type of man who has his foundation not in the foot-
hold offered by things but in the abstraction of the idea
from things, Abdlard was too \vi;l<* in UK nuflonk to
have been able to overlook this vulw* of nominalism. For
him the word was indeed n "vox," but thr statement (or
In his language the "sermo")was something more, for it
carried with it solid meaning, it <It»senbet! the common
factor, the idea, what in fact has Iwcn thought ami under-
stood about things. In the sermo the univer.suie lived,
and there alone. It is, therefore, intelligible thut AWliml
was also counted among the nominalists; ineonretly
however, for the universal^ was to him a j;r<*»Uer reality
than a vox.
The expression of his Conccptualism must have been
difficult enough for Ab&urd, for ho had necessarily to
construct it out of contradictions. An epitaph contained
in an Oxford manuscript gives us, I think, u searching
insight into the paradox of his teaching ;
Hie docuit voces cum rebus
Et docuit voces res significiuulo
Errores generum correxit, ita .s
Hie genus et species in sola vocc lacavit,
Et genus et species scrmoncs os»« uutavit.
Sic animal nullumque animal genus c»»c
Sic et homo et nullus homo species vocitutur ,
In so far as an expression is striven for* that Js based
in principle upon one standpoint, viz. the intellectual in
the case in point, the antagonism can hardly be brielgcd
except by paradox. We must not forget that the radical
difference between nominalism and rcaliam is not purely
a logical and intellectual distinction but also a psycho-
logical one, which in the last resort amounts to a typical
difference of psychological attitude to the object as well
as to the idea, Whoever is orientated to the idea, appre*

